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Product overview

The most complete modular
hardware and software platform
for digitalisation and predictive
maintenance in Rail

RAILSTER
The Railster is Railnova’s
remote monitoring and edge
device. It enables you to safely
connect to any type of rolling
stock or sub-component
and to stream data to your
IT cloud in real time. The
platform is easily updated to
suit your needs at any time.
The updatable software on
the Railster allows you to
perform edge computing and
to compute your own rules.

RAILGENIUS
Railgenius is Railnova’s
monitoring and predictive
diagnostics platform. It
enables you to perform
real-time monitoring and
predictive diagnostics in
order to offer live support to
your helpdesk and drivers
in complex diagnostics
situations.
Railgenius enables operators
to crystallise their engineering
experience into new business
rules and meaningful alerts.

RAILFLEET
Railfleet is Railnova’s ECM3
fleet and maintenance
management platform. It
enables you to view all your
trains in one place and to
communicate about fleet
condition, availability and
maintenance planning with
stakeholders.
Railfleet enables preventive
and corrective maintenance
scheduling based on
diagnostics, telematic
counters, time limits and
tolerance.

Railster
The Railster connectivity suite
The Railster is a powerful and flexible IoT platform and edge
device that enables you to remotely capture and process
data from any rolling stock and its sub-components.
The updatable software on the Railster allows you
to completely configure the Railster to your data
needs: perform edge computing and compute
your own rules to receive custom fault codes and
alerts in real time.

1. One single API to all Rolling Stock
The Railster connectivity suite is a single API from all rolling stock to your data lake. The
Railster hardware is easily installed and connected to data sources on any asset from
any manufacturer thanks to the custom cabling kit and the configurable Universal Input
Ports (UIPs). The Universal Input Ports are physical configurable layers that are remotely
configurable so they can be connected to the sub-systems relevant to your operations.

2. Device Management Software
Through the Railster device portal and its edge processing configurator, operators are
able to choose the exact data and type of parameters they want to monitor, giving them
full data control. The embedded software on the Railster enables fast iterations and easy
expansions when new data needs arise.
The device portal is also used for Railster installations, device management and
monitoring, data quality monitoring, and remote updates of the Railster edge device
that’s installed on the rolling stock.

3. Powerful Data Processing
Once installed and configured, the Railster sends raw rolling stock data to Railnova
servers for processing: the data is decoded and converted into reliable and interpretable
data that can be sent to clients’ data lakes for further analysis.

Built for Railway

Railgenius
Turn data into actions
Railgenius is Railnova’s real-time monitoring and
predictive maintenance platform. It enables you to
apply logic to the data coming from your rolling stock
and to turn it into actionable predictive alerts.
Easily aggregate the data you need, deploy your
own algorithms, monitor your fleet in real time,
perform detailed analysis and crystallize your
engineering experience into automatic
detection rules.

Your hotline
understands events
and is able to
support drivers in
complex diagnostics
solutions thanks
to real-time data
streaming

Your engineers
crystallize
experience and
internal knowledge,
and configure rules
and algorithms on
a user-friendly web
interface

Your data experts
have full access to
train data, alerts
and fault codes
for automatic
scenario detection
and predictive
diagnostics.

Railgenius data analytics features

DATA INSPECTOR

TELEMATIC DATA

REPORTING

Comprehensive graphs
that allow you to easily spot
and verify abnormalities in
your data.

Detailed real-time and
historical telematics data
dashboard for all fleet data.

Recurring reporting
that allows you to study
usage patterns, fault code
occurrences and more.

Railgenius real-time monitoring features

RULE CONFIGURATOR

LIVE MONITORING

RULE ALERTS

Turn internal knowledge
into rules that trigger
alerts based on real-time
telematic parameters.

Displays all the relevant
telematics data from all
your assets to help you spot
abnormal values.

View filtered and
meaningful alerts per asset
to support your drivers with
actionable information.

Railgenius use cases
✓ Battery monitoring

✓ Predictive alerts

✓ Door monitoring

✓ Helpdesk and driver support

✓ HVAC temperature monitoring

✓ Eco-driving

✓ ERTMS monitoring

✓ Fuel consumption monitoring

✓ Fault code monitoring

✓ Energy consumption monitoring

✓ Automatic failure detection

✓ Real-time monitoring

Railfleet
Digitalise ECM3 processes
Railfleet is a collaborative platform for ECM3 fleet and
maintenance management. It enables you to digitalise
your complete operational and maintenance
workflows and to share important information
with your partners.
The platform gathers all rolling stock in one
place and provides workshops, ECMs and fleet
managers with a complete overview of fleet
status, fleet availability and maintenance
work orders.

Drivers enjoy an
always up-todate overview
of a train’s
condition and
history on their
tablets.

Drivers report
new defects
directly to the
ECM from their
tablets.

Fleet managers
communicate
about fleet
condition,
availability and
maintenance
planning in real
time, and in one
place.

Fleet managers
receive
personalized
notifications for
new defects,
maintenance
overdues and
ECM4 liberation.

Fleet managers
automatically
match delays
and downtime
to failures.

ECMs
automatically
schedule
preventive
maintenance
based on
counters,
tolerance and
time limits.

Enable ECM
traceability
on serialised
components
with counter,
maintenance
and transfer
history.

ECMs manage
modification
or safety
campaigns and
delegate tasks
to workshops.

Railfleet Fleet operations features

MAP

OPERATIONAL DASHBOARD

Check the location of all assets and see
where your fleet is running, and where it
is idling.

View all operational fleet data in one
place, such as status, restrictions, location,
key telematic values, etc.

FLEET NOTIFICATIONS

DIGITAL TRAIN LOGBOOK

Notify stakeholders about new defects,
new maintenance events, interventions
that are almost due or overdue, etc.

Enable your drivers to maintain a realtime overview of their train’s availability
and condition on their tablet.

Railfleet Fleet maintenance features

DEFECT REPORTING

MAINTENANCE
PLANNING

INTERVENTIONS

Enable your drivers to
report new defects by
filling out the online
corrective event form.

Maintain a complete
overview of all your
maintenance events
and bundle them in
interventions.

Track all maintenance
interventions and their
progress for your entire
fleet in one place.

CAMPAIGNS

FLEET AVAILABILITY

DOWNTIME ANALYSIS

Carry out a task or
modification on a set of
rolling stock, and easily
monitor its progress.

Visualise the (un)availability
of rolling stock and
maintenance load over a
certain period of time.

Perform automatic
downtime analysis for an
instant view of the failures
with the highest impact.

Railfleet use cases
✓ Digital fleet management

✓ Condition-based maintenance

✓ Match delays and downtime to failures

✓ Usage-based maintenance

✓ Digital corrective maintenance
workflows

✓ ECM traceability of serialised
components

✓ Digital preventive maintenance
workflows

✓ ECM4 liberation processes

About Railnova

At Railnova we’re helping Railway organisations in their digitalisation efforts: we’re
changing the way train fleets are managed, maintenance is planned and faults on
trains are diagnosed.
Since 2010 we have worked directly with over 50 railway organisations to connect
over 1500 trains. We now support real-time data acquisition from passenger and
freight fleets built by Siemens, Alstom, Bombardier, Stadler, Vossloh and EMD, and
deliver daily data insights to over 2300 users.

Get in touch.
Do you want to access specific data from
your rolling stock, or set up your own
detection rules to alert your colleagues
of important events? Or are you looking
for a way to streamline your maintenance
planning workflow?
Send us an email at info@railnova.eu,
we’re happy to help!

Through the collaboration with our
clients and partners we have perfected
our hardware and software products
into a comprehensive and modular
digitalisation platform.
The product suite enables railway
organisations to access rolling stock
data remotely, to perform real- time
monitoring and predictive diagnostics,
and to digitalise their ECM3 fleet and
maintenance processes.
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